Assistant professor job opening for 9/2014 in NYC, Baruch College

Tenure track position in Statistics available as early as 9/2014 at the Assistant Professor level. Department of Statistics/CIS, Zicklin School of Business, Baruch College (City University of New York).

Ph.D. in Statistics, good teaching ability and proven record or potential for strong research, training/desire for interdisciplinary work with business programs. Applied statistical orientation preferred. Send a CV, three letters of recommendation, research and teaching statements to:

Statistics Search Committee
Department of Statistics/CIS
Baruch College
One, Baruch Way
Box B 11-220, New York, NY 10010
or apply online at http://zicklin.baruch.cuny.edu/STAT

Review of applications will begin on January 31, 2014 and will continue until the positions are filled.